
 

Motivational Letter 

 

Last year completed my thesis “Beyond the aquarium”. It all started a couple of years ago 

with a simple question “Can Architecture save those dying rivers?” So I designed an 

aquarium with an astonishing landscape combined with our traditional waterscapes to 

make people realize that water is also a living being.While working on it I found myself 

drawn to those outdoor spaces, wishing if I could actually be there at that moment. And I 

was thrilled by realizing, what this whole complex can make people feel like. Through this 

project I realized Architecture is not just about building something, there’s so much more 

to it. 

So I wanted to explore and know more about how architecture and nature works together 

so I attended a “Biomimetic Design Workshop” in India.It was an interesting journey of 

learning by understanding the rules governing those natural mechanisms. 

This one experience of working in a foreign culture with a diverse group of people 

changed my way of thinking and living. Since then I have been preparing myself and 

looking forward to have similar experiences again through a master’s degree. Along the 

way I participated in a competition, Architecture for Landscape of YACademy offering 

internship opportunity in one of the world renowned firms.Fortunately I was one of the 35 

selected participants.So I got into YACademy:High-Level Educational Programs in Italy 

hoping this opportunity will get me one step closer in achieving my dream.Then I came 

across IE ARCHITECTURE+ PRIZE award which is presented with a golden opportunity 

to explore the relationship between architecture and management to prepare the young 

architects for their upcoming challenges in the  ever-evolving world of architecture. It’s a 

once in a lifetime opportunity for me to prepared myself for my future battles. 

Therefore I sincerely hope you would consider my request and grant me this opportunity 

which will tremendously change the course of my life.   

  

 

  

Jannatun Nayeem Nowshin 

Applicant for IE Master in Business for Architecture and Design (MBArch)   

 


